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About Dr.Rimpler 

 

 

 

The demands of the self-confident consumer on premium cosmetics are 

constantly growing. Individual skin care with ideally instant, visible results and 

maximum compatibility is therefore essential. Dr. RIMPLER Cosmetics is the perfect 

combination of natural and medicinal active ingredients. Through their 

application, these active ingredients can support medical and cosmetic therapy 

concepts and shorten treatment duration. Dr. RIMPLER Cosmetics – your skin 

expert!  

 

 

 

THE BRAND 

BEAUTY IS’NT FOUND – IT’S DISCOVERD 

On average, our body is covered in 2 m² of skin. 

Our skin is with us for life, so we need to treat it with 

care. Today, cosmetics can be much more than 

just beauty treatments. They are a modern form 

of preventative health care and can repair, 

stimulate, and balance skin function, as well as 

vitalize, hydrate and regenerate our skin. 

The product range by Dr. RIMPLER Cosmetics 

boasts a total of 13 product lines, from gentle 

care for cosmetics beginners, to sun care, 

through to products for discerning cosmetics 

professionals. 

 

Immerse yourself in the world of the skin expert! 
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Dr. Christian Rimpler and his team of scientific employees have worked together 

for years with renowned German universities to unite the effects of highly-

concentrated natural products with maximum compatibility. Our products are 

tested close to the skin and meet the international standards of the German 

Cosmetics Ordinance. On over 1800 m² of development, production and 

laboratory space, we have ultramodern machines and facilities at our disposal to 

produce ambitious and innovative products to a GMP-certified standard. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE SCIENCE 

THE SCIENCE 
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Innovation 

RIMPLER Cosmetics develops with 

experts, innovative, modern and 

trendsetting treatment techniques. 

Safety 

RIMPLER Cosmetics produces to a 

GMP-certified standard with 

ultramodern production facilities in a 

clean room environment. 

Quality 

RIMPLER Cosmetics promises premium 

quality and consistent quality control 

through independent testing. 

Consultation 

Trust, humanity and expertise are 

essential factors for the success of the 

company. 
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Since 1986, the family business RIMPLER COSMETICS has been an innovative 

developer with a scientific background, certified clean room production, and a 

worldwide operation of a multi-award-winning product range for the face and 

body. As an experienced specialist retail partner in professional depot cosmetics, 

we see intelligent skin care as modern, 21st century preventative health care. We 

rise to this challenge with all our passion and know-how, every single day. Trust the 

skin expert. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE COMPANY 

THE COMPANY 
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The foundation of the Cosmetic College Hannover in 1974 as a vocational 

college for cosmetics was the beginning of RIMPLER COSMETICS activities. 

RIMPLER COSMETICS was founded in 1987 by Professor Dr. Manfred Rimpler 

together with his wife, Anita Rimpler, and was continually expanded in the years 

that followed. After the first building phase, in 1992 the new company 

headquarters, with production facilities in the Hannover region, went into 

operation. With the constantly growing production of the premium professional 

depot cosmetics, Dr. Rimpler Cosmetics, and considerable growth nationally and 

internationally, the company, under the dedicated management of Dr. Christian 

Rimpler and his motivated employees, continues its success. 

 

 

THE FUTURE IS ALSO A QUESTION OF ORIGIN 
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EFFICACY and SAFETY are the two cores attributes of the Dr. RIMPLER Cosmetics 

philosophy, and they are the principles behind all formulations. The use of highly-

effective active natural products in combination with technological processing 

techniques is the result of the latest research and our promise to healthy, cared 

for skin. An exact dose yields the best results, so Dr. RIMPLER Cosmetics ensures 

that an ideal balance between efficacy and skin compatibility is achieved. 

Efficacy and safety – the promise of the skin expert. 
 

 

 

 

 

Plant-based active ingredients, conservation of natural resources, and environmentally-

friendly production are moral obligations for Dr. RIMPLER Cosmetics. 

 

THE PROMISE 

THE PROMISE 

THE PROMISE TO NATURE 
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Whether at your own place or at the other end of the world: our DR. RIMPLER 

products are also available internationally. In over 40 countries around the world, 

our customers can obtain the highly effective products either through specialist 

retailers or a partnership-based cosmetic institute. It doesn’t matter where you 

purchase our product range: Our high quality standards are guaranteed all over 

the world, guaranteeing fast treatment success. 
 

 

EUROPA:  Belarus – Belgium – Croatia – Czech Republic – Denmark – Finland – 

France – Germany – Finland – Germany – Greece – Hungary – Italy – Latvia – 

Lithuania – Moldova – Monaco – Netherlands – Spain – United Kingdom 

ASIA: China – Hong Kong – Israel – India – Indonesia – Iraq – Iran – Korea – Malaysia 

– Mongolia – Pakistan – Russian Federation – Saudi Arabia – South Korea – Syria – 

Taiwan – Turkey – United Arab Emirates – Vietnam 

AFRICA: Ghana        

NORTH AMERICA: Canada – USA      

NORTH AUSTRALIA: New Zealand 

 

THE SALE TERRITORY 

THE SALE TERRITORY 
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Average life expectancy has risen over the past 100 years from mid-40s to 

currently over 80 years. At the same time, the desire to stay beautiful and vital 

into old age is growing. It is therefore not surprising that, based on interdisciplinary 

research in chemistry, biology, medicine and pharmacology, a special industry 

has developed over the past 60 years that closes the gap between medicine 

and cosmetics: active ingredient cosmetics. Germany is one of the leading 

nations in this field. 

 

 

 

 

COSMETIC ACTIVE INGREDIENTS 

SKIN DIAGNOSES ARE THE BASIS FOR 

THE USE COSMETIC ACTIVE 

INGREDIENTS 

The use of highly active, bio-intelligent 

ingredients goes well beyond the previously 

known pure care. Even the legislature is finding it 

increasingly difficult to distinguish it from 

medicine. For the safe use of such products, a 

skin diagnosis, which should be reliably carried 

out by a well-trained beautician, is particularly 

important. 

COSMETIC ACTIVE INGREDIENTS 
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The focus of all efforts is maximum tolerance and safety with optimal effectiveness, 

which is why the Dr. RIMPLER doesn't let them be pigeonholed either. 

Rather, under the slogan: "Nature meets Science" products are developed and 

manufactured in the clean room. As a consumer, you receive the maximum of 

what is currently allowed and possible in skin care. Thanks to this philosophy, we 

have already won several innovation awards and in many cases have received 

the highest recognition in the market. 

 

STATE APPROVED BEAUTIES - 

VOCATIONAL TRAINING INTRODUCED 

For this reason, the founder of the brand Dr. 

RIMPLER, Prof. Dr. Manfred Rimpler, established 

the protected professional profile of the state-

certified beautician in Germany over 40 years 

ago. From 1986 the vision of a functioning, 

scientifically developed, active ingredient 

cosmetics was implemented. 

Nature meets Science 

“Nature meets Science” 
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Responsible use of these sources makes cosmetics a component of modern 

health care in the 21st century. Put your skin to the test and let your trusted skin 

expert check what it needs most.  

For the high-quality cosmetics and the company philosophy of Dr. RIMPLER, of 

course. Water treatment, waste separation, CO2 savings, energy consumption 

reduction and our own production from photovoltaics or the purchase of raw 

materials from certified cultivation areas, as well as the preferred use of fair-trade 

raw materials are for us the basis for a responsible approach to nature. 

"As much nature as possible in combination with maximum effectiveness and a 

scientific background" 

In the broad portfolio of the Dr. RIMPLER both pure organic products and vegan 

cosmetics and also real high-tech products with maximized effect. 

 

 

ACTIVE INGREDIENT POWER 

As a cosmetics developer, we take 

three paths to ensure sufficient active 

ingredient power: 

1. Natural extracts from plants (herbs, medicinal 

plants, flowers, seeds, roots, nuts, kernels, fruits, 

leaves ...) 

2. Bio-intelligent high-tech active ingredients 

from the retort, recreated with the exclusion of 

undesirable side effects. 

3. With the combination of natural cosmetics and 

active ingredient cosmetics, the research and 

development of Dr. RIMPLER sets new standards 

and establishes “natural cosmetics”. The best, 

the purest, the essence - for guaranteed highest 

quality, safety and effectiveness on the border 

with medicine. 
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BASIC HYDRO  BASIC CLEAR +  SENSITIVE 

 

 

 

 

 
Basic Hydro for normal and 

dehydrated skin. 

 Basic Clear + for the impure 

problem skin. 

 Gentle care for sensitive skin. 

     

CUTANOVA FACE SPA  XCELENT  SPECIAL 

 

 

 

 

 
“Organic Actives Cosmetics” for 

demanding and mature skin. 

 The perfect anti-aging 

concept. 

 Masks and special products 

for fast results. 

     

BRIGHTENING  INTENSIVE MED  SUN 

 

 

 

 

 
The fascination of porcelain skin!  High concentrated actives 

for daily application and 

long-term results. 

 Enjoy sun exposure safe and 

heathy. 

     

BODY     

 

 

  

  

Freshness and smooth skin all 

day long. 

    

 

PRODUCT LINES 

 


